Persistency of Bullous Pemphigoid Lesions on a Burn Scar: A Clinically Proven Locoregional Immune Dysregulation
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Abstract

A case of a 75 year old woman with drug-induced bullous pemphigoid is reported. Lesions also involved the site of a burn scar. Systemic steroid therapy proved to be effective on all lesions except for the ones located on the burn scar. In this patient the scarred area acted as a 'vulnerable' site, not only facilitating the localization of bullae on the scar (Koebner phenomenon), but also rendering these lesions resistant to the steroid treatment that proved to be effective elsewhere. The persistency of bullae precisely and solely on the burn scar features another facet of the immunocompromised district.
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Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is a chronic autoimmune subepidermal blistering disease commonly affecting the elderly. Although BP is usually idiopathic, inducing factors may often have a part. Drug intake is the most common precipitating factor [1,2]. Other inducers are physical agents, such as sun exposure [3], UV therapy [4], traumatic events [5] and thermal burns [6,7], which can cause both generalized and localized forms of BP.

Report of a Case

We report the case of a 75 year old woman with a 6-month history of large, tense, serum-filled bullae, developing on itching erythematous skin areas. The lesions were initially located on the trunk; subsequently, they spread all over her body surface (also on a burn scar of the left forearm that had been caused by boiling water at the age of 8 years), and on the nasal mucosa. The patient had a recent history of coronary artery disease and hypertension on treatment with nitroglycerin transdermal patches, acetylsalicylic acid, valsartan, and amlodipine. The clinical findings led us to suspect the diagnosis of BP. IgG autoantibodies targeting BP180 (117.9 U/ml, n.v. <20 U/ml) and BP230 (26.1 U/ml, n.v. <20 U/ml) were detected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), whereas ELISA results for desmoglein 1 and desmoglein 3 were negative. Serum level of total IgE was elevated (484 kU/l, n.v. 240 kU/l). A cytological smear taken from a fresh bulla showed plenty of leukocytes with cytoadherence phenomena (“streptocytes”) and absence of acantholytic cells [8]. Taken together, laboratory findings confirmed the clinical diagnosis of BP and allowed ruling out the alternative diagnosis of pemphigus [9].
A possible drug induction by acetylsalicylic acid, valsartan, and amlopidine, all of which are known to be BP-inducing drugs [2,10-13], was taken into account. Therefore, these drugs were immediately withdrawn and replaced with others that were not structurally related. The patient was treated with 45 mg/day oral deflazacort. After a significant clinical improvement was achieved, the steroid dosage was progressively lowered down to zero and replaced with topical 0.05% clobetasol propionate ointment (one tube daily), a treatment which proved to be superior to the systemic one with 1 mg/kg prednisolone daily in a French study [14]. One month later, the patient showed an almost complete clinical remission. All lesions had cleared up leaving erythematous or pigmented areas, except for one crop of bullae, which was still present on the left forearm, exactly on the site of the burn scar (Figure 1). On a recent admission to our clinic, two years after the BP episode, the patient was free of lesions on all her body, except on the burn scar site, where few bullae were still present. She told us that similar eruptions had continuously been appearing on that area since she was discharged two years ago.

Comment

The peculiarity of our case lies in that the burn scar area acted as a ‘vulnerable’ site, not only facilitating the localization of bullae on the scar site (Koebner phenomenon), but also rendering these lesions confined to skin areas damaged by heterogeneous injuries [21]. The reason for these circumscribed immune anomalies may reside in locally altered neuromediator signaling (as it occurs in zoster-affected dermatomes), or locally hampered lymph drainage (as it occurs in lymphedema [21]) or concomitance of both conditions (as it occurs in amputation stumps, radiation dermatitis, burn scars) [21]. After the primary injury has disappeared, albeit the affected district may clinically appear normal, its immune behaviour is often compromised for a lifespan. The affected area becomes somehow ‘vulnerable’ and prone to harbor a secondary disease: infections or tumors if the local immune control has become defective, immune disorders if it has become overactive [22,23]. In our case, the persistency of bullae selectively on the burn scar reveals another facet of the immunocompromised district. In fact, the lack of responsiveness of the scar area to the same steroid therapy that proved to be effective on other lesional areas, might well be explained as a result of local desensitization of the immune control, hampering the healing course.
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